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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let h be the Hausdorff metric on the space B(X) of all nonempty 
bounded closed subsets of a normed linear space X. We recall that 
h(A, B) = max{sup dist(a, B), sup dist(b, A)} 
UEA beB 
for any A, BE B(X), where 
dist(a, B) = :I$ I/a - 611. 
Denote by B,(X) the metric space of all sequences {C,} of subsets 
C, E B(X) such that the union U C, is a bounded subset of X, endowed 
with the metric 
NC, D) = sup MC,,, D,); C={C,},D=(D,}EB,(X). 
For any sequence C = {C,} E B,(X), define the functional fc on X by the 
formula 
f,(x)=limsup sup 11x-zil. 
n-m ztc. 
(1.1) 
If M is-a nonempty closed convex subset of X, then an element xc E A4 
such that 
f&k)= inf f&l xsM (1.2) 
is called the asymptotic Chebyshev center of the sequence C = {C,> E B,(X) 
with respect to M. The set (perhaps empty) of all such elements xc is 
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denoted by PM(C). Note that the notion of asymptotic Chebyshev center 
xc includes the following fundamental notions from theories of approxima- 
tion and fixed points: 
(i) the best approximation xc in M to an element ZEX, in the case 
when C, = z for every n; 
(ii) the Chebysheu center xc of a set A E B(X), whenever A4 = X and 
C,=A for all n [l, 8); 
(iii) the relative center xc of a set A E B(X) with respect to M, if 
C, = A for every n [3,7]; 
(iv) the asymptotic center xc of a bounded sequence {x,,} in M, 
whenever C, = x, for all n [6,9]; 
(v) the asymptotic center xc for a net C= (C,} EB,(X), where 
Cn~Cn+l for all n [2, 10, 111. 
In this paper we study properties of the set-valued map 
More precisely, in Section 2 we establish a few basic properties of the func- 
tionals fc and then show that asymptotic Chebyshev centers exist in a 
reflexive Banach space. The main result of this paper is the estimate for 
ljxc - ~~11 presented in Proposition 3.1 from Section 3. As immediate 
corollaries of this proposition, we deduce uniqueness of asymptotic 
Chebyshev centers and a fixed-point theorem for Banach spaces that are 
uniformly convex in every direction. Finally, we show that the map P, is 
uniformly and Holder continuous on bounded subsets of B,(X) in the case 
when the Banach space X is uniformly convex and q-convex, respectively. 
It should be noticed that our results extend the well-known results due to 
Garkavi [8], Amir [ 11, and Day et al. [S] for Chebyshev centers. 
2. EXISTENCE OF ASYMPTOTIC CHEBYSHEV CENTERS 
For any nonempty bounded subsets A and B of X, we define 
p(A, B) = inf sup [Ix-z/I. 
xeA ZSB 
The closed convex hull of A will be denoted by G(A). Now we establish 
a few properties of the functionals fc: B,(X) + [0, co) and the asymptotic 
Chebyshev centers xc defined by formulae (1.1 ), (1.2), which will be used 
throughout the paper. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For any C= {C,] and D= {D,,) in B,(X) the following 
statements are satisfied: 
(a) fc is a nonnegative convex functional. 
(b) IfAx)-f&y)1 G lx- YII for all x, Y in X 
(cl fc(x) + a as llxll + 03. 
(d) Ifc(x) - fD(x)l Q H(C, D) for every x in X. 
(e) fc= fo, where G = {E6(Cn)} E B,(X). 
(f) fc(x,) <WC, D) + p(M, E), where E = U D,. 
Proof: We shall omit the straightforward proofs of (a)-(e). For (f), we 
apply (4 to get 
fc(x,) G If&D) -f&D)I +fD(xD) G WC, D) +fAxfJ. 
This in conjunction with the fact that 
fD(xD) < inf lim sup sup /Ix - z(I = p(M, E). 
xc&f n-rcc ZEE 
completes the proof. 1 
In view of the first three statements (ak(c) given in Lemma 2.1, we can 
apply Theorem 51.3 [14, p. 1381 in order to show that the functional fc 
attains its minimum xc on any nonempty closed and convex subset M of 
a reflexive Banach space X. In other words, we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a nonempty closed convex subset of a reflexive 
Banach space X. Then there exists an asymptotic Chebyshev center xc of 
each element Ce.B,(X) with respect to M. 
On the other hand, if the space X is not reflexive then there exist a non- 
empty closed convex subset M of X and an element CE B,(X) such that 
the set PM(C) of asymptotic Chebyshev centers is empty. This is a direct 
consequence of Corollary 2.4 [ 17, p. 991 and remark (i) from Section 1. 
3. UNIFORM CONTINUITY OF THE MAP P, 
Following Amir [l] we define the modulus of convexity 
6,: [0,2] + [0, l] of a normed space X with respect to its subspace 
N# (0) by the formula 
a,(e)=inf{l-l~~~~: x,Y~~,llxll=IIYll=LIlx-Yll=~,x-Y~~ . 
I 
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Note that if N= X, then 6, is the classical modulus of convexity of X. In 
the definition of 8,,,(e) we can as well take the infimum over all elements 
x, YEX with J/x/, 11 yll d 1, [Ix- y/l >E, and X-YEN. In particular, this 
implies that 
(3.1) 
for all x, y E X and r > 0, whenever IIxII, II yll < r and x - y E N. Moreover, 
we have 
6,(rl)/rlG ~N(E)/E)T (3.2) 
whenever 0 <q < E d 2. In order to verify this inequality and the former 
statement we can repeat mutatis mutandis the proofs given in [ 12, pp. 60 
and 66 (Lemma l.e.8)] for the case N= X. 
EXPOSITION 3.1. If xc, xg E M are asymptotic Chebyshev centers of 
C, D E B,(X) with respect to a nonempty closed convex subset M of a 
normed space X then the inequality 
holds for all positive r and subspaces N of X such that 
r2max{f&c),fD(xD)) +WC, D) and xc-x,EN. 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
ac =fc(x,) 2 fD(XD) = aD. 
By (1.1 ), (1.2) we conclude that, for each positive E, there exists an integer 
k(a) such that 
a,2 sup Ilxc-ZII --E and ag 2 sup IIXD - 211 -4 (3.3) 
ZEC” ZSD, 
whenever n > k(s). Moreover, using the convexity of M we get 
for infinitely many n >k(~). Therefore, for these n there exist points 
z,,, E C, such that 
UC< II xC+xD ~ - Z,,, 2 II + 2E. (3.4) 
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Clearly, by (3.3) we have 
llxc-zn.,II Gk+E. (3.5) 
Next, in view of the definition of distance, one can choose points i,,, in D, 
for which 
Wz,,,, DJ 2 llz,,, - in,,11 - 8. 
Hence by (3.3) we obtain 
IIXD - z,,, II G lb, - %I,, II + II&t,, -z,,, II 
< sup llxD - z/I + dist(z,,,, D,) + E 
ZSD. 
d sup IlxD-41 +h(C,, D,)+E 
ZED. 
<uD+h(C,,D,)+2c<~,+H(C,D)+2.c (3.6) 
Now, let N be a subspace of X which includes the element xc - xD. Then 
applying (3.4) and (3.1) we get 
(3.7) 
where s is a positive number such that 
~~maxWc-zH,,II~ llxD-z,,,ll~. 
On the other hand, by (3.5), (3.6) we have 
max{ lIxc-zn,EII, /kg-z,,,II} <a,+H(C, D)+2~<r+2~ 
for any positive r defined as in the proposition. Hence inequalities (3.2) and 
(3.7) with s := 01~ + H(C, D) + 2s yield 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we can pass to the limit E -+ 0 in order to get the 
desired inequality. 1 
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This proposition can be easily used to establish the uniqueness of 
asymptotic Chebyshev centers. For this purpose, we recall [8] that a space 
X is uniformly convex in every direction if dN(s) > 0 for all one-dimensional 
subspaces N of X and 0 < E < 2. Note that every separable Banach space 
can be equivalently renormed to be uniformly convex in every direction 
L-201. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly 
convex, in every direction, space X. Then there exists at most one asymptotic 
Chebyshev center xc of any element C E B,(X) with respect to M. 
Proof Suppose that x,-, X~E P,,,(C) and x,#x,. Then by Proposi- 
tion 3.1 we have 
06r6,("xc~xD~)GH(C, C)=O 
for N = span{x, - x,} and sufficiently large r > 0. Hence X is not 
uniformly convex in the direction xc - xD. 1 
It should be noticed that Theorem 3.1 was proved by Garkavi [8] for 
Chebyshev centers and by Day et al. [S, Theorem 51 for a class of relative 
Chebyshev centers. Moreover, by Garkavi’s theorem [8, Theorem 61 and 
remark (ii) from Section 1 it follows that Theorem 3.1 is no longer true for 
normed spaces X which are not uniformly convex in every direction. It is 
interesting that the above results can be readily applied to prove a fixed- 
point theorem for a nonexpansive seFmap of M, i.e., a map T: M + M 
such that 
IITx- WI d lb-YII 
for all x, y in M. More precisely, let F(T) be the fixed-point set of’T defined 
by 
F(T)= {xEM: Tx=x}. 
Moreover, denote by A(T) the asymptotic center set of Tin M which con- 
sists of asymptotic (Chebyshev) centers xc E M of all bounded sequences 
C= {C,} with respect to M, where C, = T”z (n = 0, 1, . ..) and z is an 
arbitrary element of M. Then the following theorem holds (cf. [9, 
Theorem 5.1, p. 22]), in which the existence part is essentially due to 
Zizler [20]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let T be a nonexpansive self-map of a nonempty bounded 
closed convex subset M of a uniformly convex in every direction reflexive 
Banach space X. Then it has a fixed point and F(T) = A(T). 
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Proof: By Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 there exists the unique asymptotic 
center xc E A4 of C = { T”z} with respect to M, where z is an arbitrary fixed 
element of M. Since 
for all n > 1, we obtain fc( TX,) <f=(x,) after passing to the limit superior 
with n --f co. Hence by the uniqueness of xc we get Tx,=x,. Thus 
@#A(T) cF(T). Conversely, if ZEF(T) then C, := T”z =z for all n. 
Consequently, we have fc(x) = IIx - zll, and so z = X,E A( T). 1 
Clearly, if a Banach space X is uniformly convex (i.e., if JX(.s) > 0 for 
0 < E 6 2) then Theorems 2.1-3.2 and Proposition 2.1 with N = X are true. 
However, in this case one can prove additionally the following theorem 
which has been proved by Amir [ 1 ] for Chebyshev centers. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly 
convex Banach space X. Then the single-valued map P,: B,(X) + M is 
uniformly continuous on every bounded subset of the metric space B,(X). 
Proof. A uniformly convex space is reflexive and uniformly convex in 
every direction. Thus Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 imply that the set 
P,,JC) = (xc} is singleton for every C= {C,} E B,(X). Now, if Y is a 
bounded subset of B,(X) then 
K:= sup c,D~~[max{P(M,UC.),p(M,uD,)}+H(C.D)]<m. (3.8) 
Moreover, by Lemma 2.1(f) we have 
max~fc(xchfD(xD)> +H(WWK 
for all C, D in Y. This in conjunction with Proposition 3.1 yields 
for all C, D in Y. Since the modulus of convexity of X is an increasing con- 
tinuous function and 6,(O) = 0, it follows that the modulus of continuity 
o r(P,; E) of map P, I y satisfies the estimate 
o.(P,;~):=sup(llx~-x~ll:C,D~Y,H(C,D)<~}<K6;’ 5 . 
0 K 
Thus o,(P,; E) + 0 as E + 0, which completes the proof. 1 
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Finally, by the Amir theorem [ 1, Theorem 51 it follows that Theorem 
3.3 is false for some nonempty bounded closed convex subset in each 
Banach space which is not uniformly convex. 
4. HOLDER CONTINUITY OF P, 
We first recall that a normed space X is said to be q-convex for some 
q > 2 [16] if there exists a constant d > 0 such that 
II II T ~~~~llx!lu+14’lI~~-plIJ--1’lI~ (4.1) 
for all X, y in X. Clearly, a q-convex space X is uniformly convex. On the 
other hand, by the Pisier theorem [15] it follows that each super-reflexive 
(in particular, uniformly convex) Banach space X can be equivalently 
renormed to be q-convex for some q > 2. Next, in view of the Clarkson and 
Meir inequalities (see 14, Theorem 23 and [13, Inequality 2.3]), the spaces 
L, (1~ p < co) are q-convex with q = max(2, p) and the constant d is 
equal to 
d= P(P- 1)/4, 
i ? 
if 1 <p < 2, 
21-p if p 2 2. 
The same results hold also for the Sobolew and Hardy spaces [18, 193. For 
such spaces the functional fc defined by (1.1) has the following nice 
property. 
LEMMA 4.1. If X is a q-convex space for some q > 2 and xc is an 
asymptotic Chebyshew center of CE B,(X) with respect to a closed convex 
subset M of X, then the inequality 
Cf&c)l” 6 Cf&)l” - d II+ - A4 
holds for all x in M. 
Proof: Since M is a convex set, it follows from (1.2) that 
for all x in M. This in conjunction with (4.1) yields 
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cf&c)1” G pc (yq]’ 
Glimsup sup f(Ilx,-zllq+ ~~x-z~~q-d~~xc-x~~q) 
n-c.2 ZCC” 
~;Kfc(xc)lq+ Cf&)l”-d Ilx,-xllq’)~ 
which completes the proof. 1 
This lemma can be applied to show Holder continuity with exponent l/q 
of the map P,. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a nonempty closed convex subset of a q-convex 
Banach space X, and let Y be a bounded subset of the metric space B,(X). 
Then the single-valued map P, : B,(X) + M satisfies the Holder condition 
/[P&C)-P,(D)11 <(q/d)““K’-l’q(H(C,D))l’q 
for all C, D in Y, where the positive constant K is defined as in (3.8). 
Proof By Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 the set PM(C) is a singleton xc E M for 
every CE B,(X). Applying Lemma 4.1 twice we obtain 
d llxc-x~llq G %Cf&dl”- CfAxD)l”)+ i(Cf&c)l”- Cf&c)l”) 
for all C, D in Y. Next, we use the well-known inequality 
Itq-sql <qrq-l It-s]; 0 d t, s 6 r, 
and Lemma 2.1(d) in order to get the inequality 
d Ilxc-xDllq~ fqrq~‘(lfC(xD)-fD(xD)I + If&+) - f&c)l) 
< qrq-lH(C, D) 
with r := max{ fo(x,), fb(x,)}. Finally, in view of Lemma 2.1(f) and (3.8) 
we have r=r(C,D)<Kfor all C,D in Y. 1 
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